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oxalate of lime centre, and was coated with phosphates. It was of
long foAination, the symptoms being present for about ten years. It was
not till it became rough and set up cystitis that the .nan suffered much
from its presence in his bladder. Mr. Wheeler also presented another
calculus, weighing three dr,chms (i8o grains), which he removed by
lateral lithotomy from the bladder of a boy aged 13 years, a patient in
-the City of Dublin Hospital. The nucleus in this splecimen was also
composed of calcium oxalate. Buth patients made a good recovery.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.
DR. PAUL BRRNER'S REicIIs-MErDcICNAL-KALENDAR FTR DEUTSCII-

LAND AUF DAS JA^IR 188I. Cassel: Theodor Fischer. 188I.
THE edition of Dr. B6RNER'S German Medical Calendar for the present
year consists of two parts: one being arranged as a pocket-book an(l
diary for the use of the practitioner; the other as a medical directory
combined with a grcat deal of information regarding the laws affecting thc
medical profession in Germany. As regar(ls the gencral appearance of
the work, the first part-thc pocket-book-retains the neatness and
convenience which characterised it last year; while the second part is
greatly improved by being put up in light cloth boards instead of being
merely stitched in paper; as well as by being printed on a wider page,
and by the names of towns and other head-lines being printed in a
larger and more striking type than in last year's Calendar.
The pocket-book consists in great measure of a number of pages of

paper, of good quality, ruled for memoranda for each day of thle year-
two days being allotted to each page. There is also at the end of each
month a space for additional "notices"; and to the whole are appended
four blank pages for addrcsscs and( four pages for midwifery engage-
ments in columns indicating (I) the date of the last menstruation; (2)
the probable date of labour; (3) the name of the woman who is ex-
pected to be confined at the date given in the second column. Prefixed
to the calendar is (as last year) information regarding charges for letters
and telegrams; and Dr. Ikirner has this year added a genealogy of the
German reigning families.
Beyond the daily calendar, we first meet with four chapters, the

value of which for accuracy and completeness is establishcd by their
being the work of Professor Liebrcich of Berlin. These are: x. The
uses, doses, and mo(lde of administration of the medicines contained in
the German Pharmacotapwia of 1872, as well as of other medicines in
ordinary use, though not yet officially recognised; 2. A table of the
maximum doses of certain remedies, which, in Germany, must not be
exceeded unless the prescriber prefix the sign !; 3. A table of articles
for subcutaneous injection, giving the proportion of water or spirit to be
used and the quantity to be injected; 4. A tabular statemnent of poisons
the symptoms (acute) produced by them, and the antidotes. After this
there follow series of formula- for inhalation, by Dr. M. Schaeffer of
Bremen; and for medicated baths, by l)r. lReimer of Dresden; instruc-
tions as to economy in prescribing; tables of German and metric weights
and measures, of solubility of various medicines, and of the equivalents
of drops and spoonfuls; a list of recent changes in the Pharmacopoeia;
a table of charges for dispensing; a chapter on apparent death and re-
suscitation, and on the means to be employed in sudden accidents, by
Professor Skrzeczka of Berlin; a chapter on clinical thermometry, and
one on the analysis of the urine at the bedside, by Dr. Ewald( of Berlin;
an introduction to the determination of central acuity of vision, refrac-
tion, and accommodation (with Snellen's test-types) by Dr. l-Iorstmann
of Berlin; a chapter on colour-blindness; tables of measurcs and weights
of the human body, with special reference to midwifery; a table for
calculating pregnancy from the last menstrual period; a summary of the
chief points regarding the most important baths and health-resorts (in-
cluding in most cases the names of the resident practitioners) by Dr.
Reimer of Dresden; a list of the lunatic and idiot asylums in Germany,
also by Dr, Reimer; the official nomenclature of diseases; and a list of
institutions for animal vaccination. This mere enutmeration of the
contents of the pocket-book is sufficient to show that the practitioner
who possesses one, and carries it with him in his daily journeys, has
always at hand a store of valuable information. The book is of convenient
size for the pocket, and weighs little more than ten ounces.
A separately printed appendix to the pocket-book containing about

fifty pages, consists of a Pharmacopocia Militaris; a chapter on the
Dressing of Wounds, with especial reference to Lister's method, by Dr.
P. Rupprecht of l)resden; an introduction to the hygienic examination
of air, water, and soil, by Dr. C. Eliigge of Berlin; and a chapter by
Dr. Borner on the medical aspect of life-assurance.
The second and larger part, which is inore adapted for reference in

the library, consi,ts of 684 page., wi:h an ind(lex of names of places and

persons occupying xo6 pages in addition. It is divided into two parts;
one relating to civil and the other to military medical practice.
The first part commences with a chapter, by Dr. Borner, on the

organisation of the medical profession in the several German states,
with special reference to official appointments; a summary of the laws
regulating the public appointmcnts in the various states being given.
There is also a statement of the fees payable for visits, operations, etc.,
to official and non-official practitioners respectively. Then comes a
summary of the laws for regulating the duties of public medical officers
in the German empire, drawn up by Dr. WNiener of Culn. Next fol-
lows a statement of the duties imposed on the medical officers in the
several states of the empire, with regard to the notification of infecticus
diseases. This is followed by a summary of the most important minis-
terial regulations, changes, etc., in the German states from July 1879
to Jutly 18So, with reference to public medical appointments, forensic
me(licine, apothecarics, the salc of poisons, midwives, the examination
of meat, factories, the notification of infectious diseases, lost m,ortens
examinations, etc. Next come lists of the medical faculties of the
universities and other medical institutions in Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland; a register of public mnedical officers, an(i onc of non-
official practitioners, arranged in each case according to locality-refer-
ence being rendered easy by an indlex at the end. After this, there is
given a table showing the proportion of medical men to population and
to area in each state; and the first part concludes with information
regarding provident and charitable institutions for the relief of medical
men and their widows, including a chapter on life-assurance as a means
of ensuring a competency for medical mnen in old age and of making
provision for their widows and children.
The second part contains information regarding the military medical

service, including the regulations for admission to the same, lists of
the German army.corps, with their medlical officers, etc.
\We trust that this enterprise of Dr. P'aul 3iirner is appreciated bly his

professional countrymen as, in our opinion, it descrves to be. It bears
the mark of great labour and perscvcrance on the part of the author;
who has also very judiciously availed himself of the assistance of com-
pctent authorities in the composition of several of the chapters. The
style is throughout concise, and at the same time sufliciciitly clear.
The Reichs-.£eiceiinal-Aaz/endar is a 1book which ought to be in the

possession, for purposes of rererence, of every university and college,
an(l of every medical school and society in this country.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Lectures on the Huma;n l£j'e in ils Aormtal atd Pathological Condi-

1ionts. l'y ADOLPILUS ALT, M.D. New York: Putnam's Sons.
iSSo. Ilitherto the materials for the study of the pathology of the
human eye have consisted chliefly either of (lisjointcd monographs, or
else of large and expensive treatises like those of Becker, l'oncet,
L'agenstecker, and others. Dr. Alt's book goes far towards supplying
the want, which has long existed, of a convenient sized, low priced,
and clearly written man;ual on the histology of the eye. The book is
the resuLlt of a great deal of painstaking research, and of conscientious
and original observation. Its pages are singularly free from verbiage,
its arrangement is simple and practical; while most of its statements
can be relied upon as being in accordance with the latest teachings in
pathology. If the book has any fault, it is that of undue conciseness.
On the subject of glaucoma, for instance, the author is singularly
meagre. lie says scarcely a word as to the theories of the (lisease
which have been taught and illustrated so ably by I)onders, De Wecker,
Smith, Brailey, and others. ie gives, indeed, clearly and well, what
may be called his own observations on certain glaucomatous eyes which
he examined. These observations, though valuable in themselvcs, can
scarcely be considered sufficient to elucidate the vast subject of glau-
comna. The same remarks will also apply to his treatmcnt of the retina
and optic nerve. The best parts of the book are those devoted to the
cornea, conjunetiva, iris, and crystalline lens; here the author lays
dlown the general doctrines of pathology in a lucid and comprehensive
manner. lie draws his descriptions with a bold hand, and prefers to
treat of pathological processes as a whole, rather than of their manifesta.
tions in particular tissues. Thus, when dlealing with inflammation of
the cornea, he recognises only two main divisions-infiltration and
purulence; such pathological conditions as abscess, ulcer, and kerato-
malakia, he thinks, should be looked on as simply mnanifestations of
one or other of these general causes. The book is well printed and
illustrated; and the drawings have all been taken from preparations
ma(le by the author himself. On the whole, Dr. Alt's book is A very
valuablec contri!jution to histo!ogical l)at.:! ,),y.


